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 LAS TERRENAS (PARAISO EN EL CAMPO)
PARADISE IN THE COUNTRY
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L a s  T e r r e n a s

Sneak a peek
inside this issue:

Como Estan Mis Amigos,
. 

Las Terrenas is one of the three
municipalities located within the

Province of Samana, and one you will
visit during your stay with Ecology

Springs. Las Terrenas is known for its
cultural vibrancy, beautiful beaches,
and friendly residents; however, Las
Terrenas is becoming a place where

many individuals from North
America and Canada, are choosing to

retire.
 
 

 In spite of Las Terrenas’ growing popularity it still has retained its
uniquely funky vibe. Las Terrenas is the sort of place where you can

walk up to complete strangers, kick off your shoes and dance to
bachata in the sand. Las Terrenas has exquisite beaches with thick

white and golden sand, and palm trees which line the expansive bay of
clear turquoise waters. In this tropical escape of Las Terrenas, there are
plenty of places to find enjoyable activities right on the beach, so you

are never far from the cool breeze of the ocean.



If you have any
questions about
your upcoming stay
at Glamping D’
Estrellas, please
reach out. Talk to
you all soon.
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            Unlike many other destinations, if you have no shirt, no shoes, it’s no problem to find a delightful
restaurant, where you can enjoy great cuisine, live music, and a beautiful scenery. Las Terrenas is laid back
yet sophisticated, and it is perhaps this dichotomy which contributes to its appeal.
        There are no huge lofty resorts or hotels to be found in Las Terrenas, simply forest covered mountains
traversing down to the water line, where you can find beach huts and brightly colored restaurants.
Though Las Terrenas has a strong Latin cultural influence, there are also areas where you can find an
American, French, or Italian twist to the local culture.

Web: www.glampingdestrellas.com Email: goabroad@glampingdestrellas.com

       Given the collective beauty of Las Terrenas, it’s no wonder it is growing in popularity amongst foreigners,
and middle and upper classes of Dominicans. So get ready to interact with the local community and take in
all of Las Terrenas’ beauty, during your upcoming study abroad adventure. Paradise awaits you.


